List of Services Offered by Design Me Studio
>> Web site Design

>> Social Media Marketing

>> Content Marketing

We build your website in conjunction with your
other digital marketing strategies. The website is
the foundation. All of our Custom web designs
are created from scratch and guaranteed to be
search engine friendly. We are very meticulous on
the colors and graphics that we use in our
designs. Our custom designs are guaranteed to
have user-friendly navigation, graphically striking,
fast-loading, compatible with all major browsers
and mobile friendly.

Social Media is a key element to any successful
digital marketing campaign. It is an integral part
of digital marketing campaign now. It has proven
to increase customer base dramatically. Our
Social Media services geared toward a creative
strategy that positions you to convey your voice
to millions of consumers across the internet. We
work diligently with enticing contents, promotions
& campaigns that stand above the competition.

Content is power. From medical lab or clinic,
dental office, retail shop to patient education; we
cover just about every segment of the market and
business type. Our Top-tier
Top
content production
develops focused content that are engaging and
tailored to deliver
del
to your visitors. We offer the
highest quality content marketing service
designed to meet search engine requirements
and accomplishes your objective to make an
impact.

>> SEO (Search Engine Optimization)
Our search engine optimization services are
unique to the industry with verifiable results. Our
SEO team has a track record of improving the
authority of a website with strategic on site and
off site Google marketing techniques. Engaging
content is pivotal and our SEO specialists can
maximize your online presence across your blog,
website pages, and social media platforms.

>> Pay Per Click (PPC)
Paid search marketing is the fastest and most
manageable way to get your new website to the
top of search results pages and in front of
millions of people. Our PPC methodology is
strategy, planning, buying and analytics. We won’t
start until detail analysis performed and we have
sifted through all the data, gleaned every insight,
and delivered a keen and nuanced brief to inform
our work.

>> E-commerce Solutions
Each day, more retailers and business owners
move their businesses online, as they want to
operate their store
store-fronts 24/7/365. If your
business can sell on
online, it is one of the fastestgrowing and most competitive ways. By choosing
us
us, you can guarantee that you will have an online
storefront that really works; highly dynamic, right
platform
platform.

>> Analytics & Monitoring
Your site has heavy traffic & generated a lot of
data to crunch. Do the numbers make any sense
to you? We provide Core Analytic services,
Competitive intelligence, Search Intelligence,
summary & detail reports, behavioral analysis of
your visitors. Our rep
reports are tailored to individual
business based on the specific marketing
objectives. They provide a meaningful and easy
to understand report that provides an insight to
your marketing efforts
efforts.

>> Reputation Management
Online complaints happen to nearly every
business and consumers
cons
are influenced by
reviews they read online. Bad press, negative
reviews are always bad for business. Fortunately,
there’s a way to improve online reputation.
Whether you need to rebuild a brand,
brand manage
online reviews or simply control what people see
for your name or your company, we will provide
you with the right Solution. Our reputation
management services use ethical strategies, to
help you promote a positive image.

